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Introduction to MiniVAN
MiniVAN is a mobile app that the party uses for
canvassing. Lists of voters to be canvassed can be sent by
campaign organisers to the MiniVAN app, and data collected
by canvassers can be sent back from MiniVAN to the party’s
Connect database.

• MiniVAN can be downloaded from the App Store on iPhone
or iPad and from the Google Play Store on Android devices.

• Once a list has been downloaded onto MiniVAN it doesn’t require a constant Internet
connection - you can canvass offline and send the data back once you are connected
again. If your device does have a mobile data connection, you can use it to
synchronise data with other canvassers and send data back to the campaign
organiser in real time.

• MiniVAN uses the same ActionID login method that Connect uses, but you don’t need
a Connect account to use MiniVAN - you can register a new ActionID in the app.

Logging in
If you already have an ActionID,
log in with this button.

Use this button to create a new
ActionID.
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If MiniVAN asks you to choose a database after logging in, usually you want to
choose My Voters: Real Mode. Your campaign organiser will tell you if you need to use
a different one.



To create a new ActionID, just fill out
the form, click the link in the confirmation
email, and you’re ready to log in.

Creating an ActionID

Choose a memorable password
that meets the requirements.

Use an email address that you can
access from the same device.

You need to click the flag to
change to the UK before typing
in your phone number.
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Location Services
If location services or GPS aren’t turned on, MiniVAN will ask you to enable them.

You should enable them before downloading your list, but you can turn them off to save
battery life after your list has downloaded.
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If you’ve been given a list
number to canvass with, tap
here, and the box to enter it in
will appear. Tap the space on
the left and enter the first part
of the number (8 digits). Tap
the space on the right and
enter the second part (5
digits). Then tap the Download
List button.

If a list has been sent directly
to your MiniVAN account by a
campaign organiser, it will
appear here, and you can load
it just by tapping the name.

Loading a List
The first page you will come to after logging in is the Available Lists screen, which allows
you to load a list of voters.

There are two types of list:

• Turfed lists cover a predefined
area. If more than one
canvasser loads the same
turfed list and their devices
have a data connection, they
can keep track of each others’
progresswith the Team feature.

• Distributed canvassing lists
use your location to assign the
nearest doors to you. If more
than one canvasser loads the
same distributed list, they will
each be given non-overlapping
sets of doors.
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This button opens
the sidebarmenu.

Viewing the List
Once your list has downloaded, it defaults to Household View. This groups your
voters by household, sorted by street name and house number.
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The dots show how
many people in each
household are on
the list.

The filter button can
be used to narrow
the list to just even or
odd house numbers,
or by contact result -
that is, if they’ve
been canvassed or
not yet.

The search button
can be used to
narrow your list to
certain streets, which
can be quicker than
scrolling through the
whole list.

The sync button sends your data back to Connect. Some lists are set to sync regularly
automatically, but for some you will need to use the sync button. If you have a data
connection, press it between every five or so doors. If you don’t have a data
connection, remember to use the sync button as soon as your device is online again.



Until you load a new list, the data you collect is safely stored on your device -
even if the MiniVAN app crashes or your device runs out of battery. But it only
gets sent back to your campaign organiser when you sync it. Always
remember to sync as soon as you can after the end of your canvass session,
and if you have a mobile data connection, remember to sync regularly, unless
you’re using a list that syncs automatically.

Syncing also updates the list to show which doors have been knocked on by
colleagues if you are sharing a list in Team mode.

If you’re knocking doors on polling day, syncing updates the list with live
telling data to save you from contacting voters that have already told our
volunteers at the polling stations they have voted.

If you use the search button to narrow your list
just to the streets you’re currently covering, the MiniVAN app will run
faster. You don’t have to type the whole street name. To see the whole list
again, just tap the × on the search box.

To help find your way around streets where the houses have names instead
of numbers, you can also type house names into the search box.

On some smaller phone screens, opening the search box covers the filter button,
but they can still work at the same time - just select the filter before using search.

Once a contact attempt has been made, the circles fill in. Blue
is for 'canvassed', orange is for 'not home', and grey means
uncontactable for any other reason.

There is a shortcut you can use to mark the entire
household as 'not home' at once. On Apple devices, swipe your finger from the right
side of the screen over to the left. On Android devices, it’s a long-press: like a tap, but
holding your finger down on the screen for a few seconds.

When there are multiple households with the same
number, MiniVAN will group them like this. Usually this is

because they are flats, but sometimes separate front doors can be grouped this way, e.g.
houses 23, 23A and 23B might be grouped together. Just tap on the group to open it up.
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Entering Data
Tapping to open a household gives you a list of people to be canvassed.

Tapping on a voter’s name takes
you to the data view, where you
can view further details and enter
canvass question responses. If
you’re working on a device with a
wide enough screen, like a larger
phone screen or a tablet, then the
data view will already be open to
the right of this list, and you tap
the names to switch between the
voters.

The shortcut to mark a whole
household as ‘not home’ also
works for individuals on this list.
Make sure you record a ‘not
home’ response for each voter
in the household you don’t get
to speak to.

MiniVAN will display age
and sex data from Connect
if we have it, which helps
you work out who you’re
talking to – but always
confirm you’ve got the right
person!
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The main page on the data view is the Script. This shows you the questions that you
should be asking voters in this canvass session. Be sure to read through the whole script
before you start your canvassing.

If you weren’t able to talk to
the voter, tap this button. It
will bring up a list of
uncontactable reasons to
choose from. This buttonwill
be greyed out if you enter
question responses; if you’ve
done that in error, you can
use the ‘Not Home’ shortcut
on the list of voters to clear
the responses off.

Once you are familiar with
the questions on the script,
you can tap ‘Hide Script’,
which cuts the text down to
just the list of questions, so
that you can scroll through
more quickly.

When you tap a question
response, the rest of the list
will collapse so that you can
reach the next question
more easily. If you have
clicked the incorrect
response, just tap again to
deselect it, and the list will
expand again.
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If you tap the ‘I Couldn’t Reach This Contact’ button, you’ll be presented with a list
like this.

‘Not home’ is what you
should mark any voter who
you simply don’t get to
speak to.

‘Refused’ means that
someone actively declined
to speak to you, but it’s not
necessarily negative - e.g. if
they were genuinely just
busy. Mark any other voters
in the household as ‘not
home’.

Mark someone as ‘Moved’ if
they are coming off the
electoral register at that
address. For example, you
should not mark a student
who’s away at university
but might still vote at their
home address as ‘moved’.

‘Do Not Doorstep’ means we shouldn’t attempt
to canvass that person in the future. If you mark
everyone in the household as ‘Do Not Doorstep’
we won’t send any canvassers to that address
again (unless the list of voters there changes).

The Cancel button removes the
uncontactable result and displays
the script again.

Once you’ve entered your uncontactable reason, or entered all your question responses,
you canmove onto the next voter or the next household; there’s no ‘save’ button that you
need to press.
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The exact questions you will have on your script will depend on how your campaign
organiser has set the script up, but usually the first set of questions are about how
someone is likely to vote. There may be several questions, recognising that some
people vote different ways in different elections.

The list of responses to these
questions usually has a set of
‘Soft’ options for other parties,
e.g. ‘Soft Conservative’. This
means that voter is swinging
between that party and the Lib
Dems for that election.

Try to not seem as if you’re just
going through a checklist when
canvassing – have a natural
conversation with the voter in
which you try to get as many
honest responses to the
questions as possible. Don’t
make assumptions; it’s better to
leave a question blank than
enter something inaccurate.

There is a ‘Not Lib Dem’ response
that you can use when someone
clearly wouldn’t be voting for us,
but hasn’t said who they actually
support.

Most scripts have a ‘Consider Lib
Dem’ question that is a yes/no
response. If someone usually
supports another party, but
would actually consider us (e.g.
as a tactical vote), this is the best
question to record that under.
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Some scripts contain questions that
are shared with petitions the Lib
Dems are running online. The
‘Signed National’ question response
is used when someone signs the
relevant petition online. You
wouldn’t actually select that
response on the doorstep, it’s just
there because it’s linked to the
same question on Connect.

Most scripts will contain questions
on volunteering or other things like
garden posters that will need to be
followed up if the voter gives a
positive response.

Your campaign organiser should
have a process in place to regularly
check these, so let the voter know
that the campaign team will contact
them in due course.

You can check if someone’s
contact details are up to
date by switching to the
‘Details’ tab of the data view. You
can also add new contact details
here if they don’t already have
them. If you are adding or updating
contact details, you must offer the
voter a leaflet with the data
protection fair processing notice on
it. You also have to fill out the
contact consent questions on the
script or else the party can’t use the
contact details.
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Most scripts will contain a question
asking for consent to be contacted
by the party. These allow the party
to add the voter to their email list, or
to phone canvass them, and you
must also fill these in if the voter
wants to be followed up for
volunteering so that your campaign
organiser knows how to contact
them.

Again, if the voter consents to be
contacted by email or phone, you
must offer the leaflet with the data
protection fair processing notice on
it, and check that their contact
details are correct in the Details tab.
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Map View
Map View shows the households to be canvassed as dots on a map.

The numbers on the dots are the numbers
of voters on the list in that area. When the
map first loads it is zoomed out, and the
households are grouped together.

If you’re using a tablet, the map view is
always open to the right hand side when
you are viewing the list of households. If
you’re on a phone, you can access themap
view by opening the sidebar.

Once you zoom into the map, which you
can do by using two fingers on your
screen, the dots separate out into
individual households.

Map View is particularly useful for lists
that don’t include most of the houses on a
street.
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This button lets you switch the map style
to satellite mode.

Tapping a dot brings up this box with the
household details. Tapping the box will
take you to the list of voters in the
household.

This button will give you directions to the
address using your device’s maps app.
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The Sidebar
The ‘FindMy Next Door’ feature uses your
phone’s location to automatically reorder
your list and put the door closest to you
at the top. It can be particularly useful if
your list doesn’t have many doors to
canvass per street.

You can tap these options to switch
between Map View and Household List
View. Viewing the list by People brings up
an alphabetical view by surname of all the
voters on your list.

This is the number of the list you
currently have loaded. Useful to have if
someone joins your team mid-canvass
and needs to load it into their MiniVAN.

You can tap this for more details,
including the total size of the list and stats
showing your progress.

You can only have one list loaded in
MiniVAN at a time. Once you are ready to
switch to another list, tap here.



Ending your session

Once you’re ready to stop and you’ve entered all your data, simply...

Remember to sync

Then, use the sidebar to...

Log out

Happy canvassing!


